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Abstract 

The economic activities are among the activities that are specically 

addressed by Islam. And the fields guided by Islam and the Prophet of 

Islam can be adopted by anyone to get the fruitful results. Many a countries 

are there on the planet who adopted the Islamic Economy and gained the 

status of the developed country. The real status of wealth in the Islamic 

perspective is just a worldly thing like all other things, which will be ended 

definitely with the ending of this mortal world. But no doubt that all the 

done deeds in this world will be there in the immortal world whether these 

are virtues or evils with rewards by Allah Almighty. As knowing that, this 

world is the biggest factory of mortal lives having unlimited necessities and 

yearnings of these same lives. And to fulfill the requirements of daily 

routine lives wealth is needed, therefore it remains in unending circulation 

throughout the whole national and international economic societies 

whether designated by Islamic or non-Islamic policymakers. But Islamic 

teachings prospect a fact phenomenon about finances.  
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Introduction:  

The spirit of Islam indeed has a unique status and an inescapable 

reality apart from all the economic movements prevailing in the West. By 

participating you can offer your services in increasing the production rate. 

In this way, economic justice and economic freedom are promoted in the 

society. And more opportunities can be provided to make better the climate 

of poverty and helplessness. Halal Rizq has been repeatedly emphasized in 

the Qur'an and the hadiths, which gives a good idea of the importance of 

lawfully earned Halal Rizq. An inspection of the Islamic perspective 

reveals that there is no place in the Islamic economy, for wealth 

accumulation and its concentration in few hands. Rather, Islamic economic 

law paves the way for a fair distribution of wealth so that wealth can 

circulate easily throughout society 

We will first discuss the matter in light of the Quran and Sunnah, 

and then proceed with the discussion. Many Quranic verses and Ahadith  
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ۡ
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ُ
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ۡ
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َ
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َ
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َ
وَۡ
َ ۡ
ِِ وَ ال  مۡۡىَا

"Know that the life of this world is but amusement and diversion 

and adornment and boasting to one another and competition in increase of 

riches and kids."
1
‟
2
‟
3
‟

4
‟
5
  

At the same point three things distinguished simply but firmly 

interrelated, belongings in the worldwide plan before the whole Muslim 

nation as set down in the above verses. The Muslim monetary local area 

ought to never hold an unethical attitude; it should lead every one of its 

activities, including global financial relations, as per the Islamic standards 

of ethical quality and equity. Working to benefit humanity lays direct stress 

on what is as of now decided by an ethical position, for example focusing on 

the material prosperity of all people. The Ummat e Mohammad can't be 

unconcerned with destitution, deprivation and sickness anyplace on the earth 

                                      

 
1
 (57:20) Surah Al-Hadeed. 

2
 Surah Az-Zukhruf. (43:32) 

3
 Surah Al-Hadeed. (57:20) 

4
 Surah Al-Imran. (3:186) 

5
 Al-Bukhari: book of jihad, chapter, description about virtue of infaq feei sabilillah. No 

#2842. 
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as it can't neglect coercion or rejection of common freedoms whether for non-

Muslims or Muslim society. 

And it is narrated by Abu Huraira (R.A) that says: "Once bad 

remarks were made about the non-Arabs before the Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. The 

Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم advised against doing so and said, "Do not abuse them 

because they developed the lands of Allah and (as a result) the servants of 

Allah could live in those lands". 

The history gives witness to how Muslim traders of the land of 

Arabs, had propagated the message of Islam through their commercial 

travels in the whole world. 

 Is Economic Supremacy for Non-Muslim Developed 

Countries? 
The economic supremacy has been considered for the non-Muslims, 

because all the shares of non-Muslims are just in this world and will not get 

any achievement in hereafter. Even Allah Almighty said: 

حۡمٰنِ لِبُیُىۡتِہِمۡ طُلُفًا فُسُ بِالسَّ
ۡ
ک نۡ یَّ

َ
ىَا  لِِ

ۡ
جَعَل

َّ
 ل
ً
احِدَۃ   وَّ

ً
ت مَّۡ

ُ
اضُ ا ىۡنَ الىَّ

ُ
ک نۡ یَّ

َ
  ا
ۡۤ َ
ىۡ َ

َ
تٍ  وَّ مَۡعَازجَِ  وَ ل نۡ فِضَّ مِّۡ

ہَسُوۡن
ۡ
یۡہَا یَظ

َ
 عَل

“And if it were not that the people would become one community 

[of disbelievers], We would have made for those who disbelieve in the 

Most Merciful - for their houses - ceilings and stairways of silver upon 

which to mount”.
6
 

بۡىَابًا وَّ طُسُزًا 
َ
کِئُىۡن وَ لِبُیُىۡتِہِمۡ  ا یۡہَا یَتَّ

َ
 عَل

“And for their houses - doors and couches [of silver] upon which to 

recline”.
7
 

یَا ؕ 
ۡ
ه حَیٰىۃِ  الدُّ

ۡ
ا مَۡتَاعُ ال

َّ َ
لِکَ لِ

ٰ
لُّ  ذ

ُ
ا ؕ وَ اِنۡ ک

ً
سُف

ۡ
 وَ شُخ

“And gold ornament. But all that is not but the enjoyment of worldly life.”
8
 

                                      

 
6
  Surah Az-Zukhruf. (43:33) 

7
 (43:34) Surah Az-Zukhruf. 
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But those who disbelieve enjoy themselves and eat as grazing 

livestock eat, and the Fire will be a residence for them.”
9
 

The Islamic Policy of Trade 
Allah Almighty in Quran said:  
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“O you who have believed, do not consume one another's wealth 

unjustly but only [in lawful] business by mutual consent.”
10

 

Furthermore, Prophet Muhammad صلى الله عليه وسلم motivated his companions 

to be in a decent way in exchanging as he said in the hadith (Any Muslim 

merchant who well carry on, steadfastness, trustworthiness will be with 

prophets and holy people and saints on the Day of Resurrection).
11

 

 التاجس الصدوق المۡین مۡع الىبیین و الصدیلین و الشہداء

The Prophet Mohammad صلى الله عليه وسلم was fond of traveling with 

colleagues toward the sides of the earth to look for sources of revenue, and 

to be self-motivated in exchange. This prompted the qualities being related 

to the Islamic mode of trade, for example, truth and trustworthiness. 

Islamic modes of trading likewise facilitated and gave safe access for 

merchants from background non-Muslims. Muslims had utilized the typical 

streets and camels because of the absence of information on the ocean until 

the time of Hazrat Muawiya (R.A).  

Hazrat Muhammad (peace be upon him), shed light on trade and 

economy with great consideration, so that this sector could be removed 

from the commercial evils such as lying, fraud, adulteration, false swearing 

and hoarding and unjust profiteering. The Prophet (peace and blessings of 

Allaah be upon him) said: “Whoever buys and sells, he should abstain from 

                                                                                             

 
8
 (43:35) Surah Az-Zukhruf. 

9
 (47:12) Surah Mohammed. 

10
 (4:29) Surah An-Nissa. 

11
 Sunan Tirmizi: kitabul-buyu’e. No#1209. 
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the five ways of nature, namely,“ trade and food, concealing defects, 

praising when selling and finding fault when buying ”, otherwise he should 

never Buy and don't sell”.
12

  

According to Islamic teachings, it is very important for a person 

who trades in the Muslim market to have certain characteristics, that is, to 

have the intellect to buy and sell, and to have the rules of buying and 

selling. As should have the knowledge of Islamic laws of trading like 

(Sahib e Tafiqah). Islam provides the basic concepts of economics that 

acquiring and spending (kasb and sarf) one's wealth in such a way that it is 

beneficial to individuals and also for society and it should be not harmful. 

Islam forbids the trade of such things, which are harmful to people, such as 

narcotics and etc. 

There is also a legitimate natural concept of profit in Islam and 

usury has been declared (haram) in terms of getting profit, because it is 

quite an unnatural thing. Money itself cannot produce money, while 

usurers assume that the profit is gained just on the base of interest that will 

inevitably increase money. 

Similarly, in Islam, human labor is given great importance. The 

natural principle is that unless human labor is involved with wealth, it is 

not profitable. It is also a lie to cover up the aspect of the disadvantages of 

things, and to exaggerate the benefits of something. And definitely, this 

type of trading can be seen sharply in the advertisements of the present era. 

The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said: “No one ate better food than what he 

earned with the labor of his own hands. Allah's Prophet Da‟wood (A.S) 

used to earn and eat with the labor of his own hands.”
13

 

In fact, Islam has introduced a code of business ethics. Islam 

promotes honesty and piety in commercial transactions and prohibits all 

means based on oppression and abuse and deprivation of the rights of 

                                      

 
12

  Tarazi, Mohammad Ahmad.  Islamic system of trade and economy and modern 

economics.   https://nafseislam.net/articles/islami-nizam-e-tijarat-o-maeeshat-aur-dor-e-

jadeed-ki-muashiat 

13
 Bukhari Shareef: kitabul-buyu‟e, no#2072 Sahi Hadees. 

https://nafseislam.net/articles/islami-nizam-e-tijarat-o-maeeshat-aur-dor-e-jadeed-ki-muashiat
https://nafseislam.net/articles/islami-nizam-e-tijarat-o-maeeshat-aur-dor-e-jadeed-ki-muashiat
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others. Islam teaches mutual consent in trade, because trade is based on 

mutual cooperation, as well as honesty, legitimate and permissible things, 

moreover, there is prohibition of hoarding, prohibition of extravagance 

(israf). It is righteously said: “Eat and drink, but do not be extravagant”.
14
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ْ
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َ
مُ  ف مَّ  يُىَفِّ

ُ
 «يَمْحَمُ  ث

The Prophet Mohammed صلى الله عليه وسلم said: “Beware of taking too many 

oaths when selling, because it promotes trade, but then it ends.”
15

 

Islamic wisdoms clarify the strategy that when any party receives 

hurtful goals the distressed party has a permit to ensure its benefits and 

strike back; however the finest arrangement is to predict such activity 

through mutual activity and peaceful compromises. The quest for both 

public and worldwide financial interest should be in similarity with the 

values of the Shari'ah which doesn't permit biased mistreatment of one 

group by another in any monetary interactions. 

Besides, economic dependency of employment in which the cash of 

the poor developing Muslim nation is straightforwardly connected to the 

money of the foremost developed country, which impacts both the outside 

and the interior financial strategy of that developing nation. Typically, these 

poor financial conditions - exchange, asset, cash, and relief - strengthened by 

different sorts of associations with the developed countries‟ social links, 

approvals and settlements. 

"A man does not believe unless he likes for his brother what he 

likes for himself".
16

  

The Islamic Policy of Rationality 
The non-Islamic point of view of economic rationality is fixed that, 

the objective of financial rationalist is just making of cash more and more 

                                      

 
14

 Tarazi, Mohammad Ahmad.  Islamic system of trade and economy and modern 

economics.https://nafseislam.net/articles/islami-nizam-e-tijarat-o-maeeshat-aur-dor-e-

jadeed-ki-muashiat 
15

 Mishkat ul Masabeeh: book of sales, no#2793. Sahi Hadees. 
16

  Bukhari Sharif: book of belief, Bab min al iman 'an yuhibba li Akhih, no#13. Sahi 

Hadees. 

https://nafseislam.net/articles/islami-nizam-e-tijarat-o-maeeshat-aur-dor-e-jadeed-ki-muashiat
https://nafseislam.net/articles/islami-nizam-e-tijarat-o-maeeshat-aur-dor-e-jadeed-ki-muashiat
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which suggests that the securing of richness is the topper objective of life 

and measuring stick of monetary achievement. Islamic economic 

rationality doesn't negate the personal circumstance as the roots of 

effectiveness increase in man's habits yet clean it through a religious, social 

and strict channel. It isn't simply a convenience maximization of an 

individual but additionally for the entire humanity.
17

  

Islamic teachings professed the different phenomenons of economic 

rationality in the following; 

نۡ 
َ
ىا ل

ُ
ىَال

َ
بِرَّ  ت

ۡ
ی ال ىۡفِلُىۡا حَتّٰ

ُ
ا ت ىۡنَ  مِۡمَّ حِبُّ

ُ
 ت

“Never will you attain the good [reward] until you spend [in the 

way of Allah] from that which you love.”
18

 

ءَ  وَ 
ٓ
مَا عَہَا الظَّ

َ
یۡزَانَ  وَضَعَ  وَ  زَف ِ

ۡ
  .الِ

َّ َ
ىۡا  ال

َ
غ
ۡ
ط
َ
یۡزَان فِی ت ِ

ۡ
كِیۡمُىا وَ . الِ

َ
ىَشۡنَ   ا

ۡ
لِظۡطِ  ال

ۡ
  وَ  بِال

َ
ظِسُوا َ

ۡ
خ
ُ
یۡزَان ت ِ

ۡ
 الِ

“And the heaven He raised and imposed the balance.  That,  you  do  

not exceed  the  bounds;  but  observe  the  balance  strictly; And establish 

weight in justice and do not make deficient the balance.”
19

 

The  prophet  صلى الله عليه وسلم said,  all drinks  that  intoxicate  are  Haram  

(unlawful)  and  every intoxicants are haram.
20

   

Holy  Prophet  صلى الله عليه وسلم says:  ALLAH  receives  the  donation  from  

the  lawful wealth  directly.  As  a  result,  the  wealth  increases  day  by 

day  even  become  the  big  more  than  the  mountain.
21

   

Islam urges the buyer to make use of worthy and supportive things 

and debilitate inefficient and useless consumption to guarantee great 

quality and transparency. 

یِّ 
َ
ىۡا مِۡنۡ ط

ُ
ل
ُ
مَۡىُىۡا ک

ٰ
رِیۡنَ ا

َّ
ہَا ال یُّ

َ
ا
ۡۤ
 یٰ

ّٰ
سُوۡا لِِل

ُ
ک
ۡ
مۡ وَ اش

ُ
ىٰک

ۡ
 بٰتِ مَۡا زَشَك

                                      

 
17

  Hossain, Basharat. (2014) Islamic Economic Rationalism and Consumer Theory. 

October.  International Islamic University Chittagong. Pg.274, 275. 
18

  (3:92) Surah Al-Imran. 
19

 (55:7–9) Surah Ar-Rahman. 
20

  Al-Bukhari. book of drinks, no#5585. Sahi Hadees. 
21

  Sunan Tirmidhi: book on Zakat. no# 661. Sahi Hadees. 
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“O you, who have believed, eat from the good things which We 

have provided for you and be grateful to Allah.”
22

 

Holy Quran dictates the word (Tayyab) as best and valuable to 

indicate the great and unadulterated items which implies whatever one 

discovers satisfying, sweetened, great, pleasant in vision, eating with its 

good smell, is caring for welfare.  

Hazrat Umar ibn Khattab (R.A) said: He who buys and sells in our 

bazaars should do so only if he understands the trade rules of the Islamic 

religion. 

 
َ
  طُىكِىَا فِي يَبِعْ  َ

َّ
دْ  مَۡنْ  إَِ

َ
هَ  ك فَلَّ

َ
ين فِي ت  الدِّ

“No one should sell in our markets except one who has 

understanding in the religion”.
23

  

Additional, the idea of non-Islamic financial rationality isn't 

appropriate for the examination of conduct in Muslim nations, for two 

fundamental causes. It isn't practical. Muslim people do really focus on the 

benefit of other people other than focusing on their own security. Their 

decision is affected by their appraisal of its potential problems for society, 

for the fellow citizen, and so forth. Muslims do really focus on eternity. 

Their decision as customers and their choice as makers, businesses, dealers 

and so forth are affected by the belief or absence of belief in the next life. 

Muslims are additionally roused by societal, communal and governmental 

meditations. These preferences might be solid or frail, dependent upon the 

degree of accessible data and the power of the significant responsibility. At 

the point when monetary hypothesis is applied to rational issues and 

strategy solutions are made, this prejudice brings about the disregard of the 

imperative comforts of society and its people. This is the second 

motivation behind why Western monetary rationality can't be approved 

into the theoretical system of Islamic financial aspects. It would ruin the 

dealings of Islamic change by ethical advantage of its legalizing trade. 

Islamic business analysts have recommended its exchange by the idea of 

Islamic economic rationality suggesting direction of activity on the way to 

best traditionalism with the Islamic standards.' This idea also is 

                                      

 
22

  (2:172) Surah Al-Baqarah. 
23

 Jami 'al-Tirmidhi: book on Al-Witr. No#487. 
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standardizing in nature, however it would fill in as a superior device of 

inspection if due payment is made for shortcoming of the Islamic 

responsibility in current time Muslim developing countries.
24

    

Then again, it is usual that the part of rationality in (Islamic bank) 

clients are not influenced by changes in rates of usury, the current proof 

gives a clashing connection. It is additionally inspected that how (Islamic 

bank) and developed countries bank investors react to changes in rates of 

usury to see whether religious concern is a critical factor in Islamic bank 

contributors' financial choices. 

 Borrowing Policy in Islamic Banking 
Islamic Bankers have long acknowledged that perhaps the best 

technique for altering singular conduct toward the objective of making an 

asset scheme for long lasting investment if through giving profitable 

arrangement of (Qarz). These debts are made without security prerequisites 

which the debtor cloud presumably not give at any rate. In any case, usury 

isn't permitted regardless of practical pursuits. 

فۡلِحُىۡ 
ُ
مۡ  ت

ُ
ک
َّ
عَل
َ
َ ل
ّٰ
لُىا اللّ   ۪ وَ اتَّ

ً
ضٰعَفَت ا مُّۡ

ً
ضۡعَاف

َ
ىا ا

ۡۤ
بٰ ىا السِّ

ُ
ل
ُ
ک
ۡ
ا
َ
 ت
َ
مَۡىُىۡا َ

ٰ
رِیۡنَ ا

َّ
ہَا ال ن یایُّ  

“O you, who have believed, do not consume usury, doubled 

and multiplied, but fear Allah that you may be successful”.
25

 

On account of (Qarz), a mathematically critical segment of the 

populace which customarily experiences low yield, for example, workers 

and jobless youngsters, could be furnished with a way to increase their 

expectation of existing and developed independent. All the more explicitly, 

these credits can be benefited:  

1. To increase the general public's financial base of developing 

countries of Muslims. 

2. To make possible customers for the Bank.  

3. To enlarge investment funds and help direct utilization 

appropriately.  

4. To make more improved relations amongst people and monetary 

                                      

 
24

 https://islamicmarkets.com/education/rationality 
25

 (3:130) Surah Al-Imran. 

https://islamicmarkets.com/education/rationality
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foundations by encouraging sensations of shared co-activity and 

wiping out corruption.  

5. To struggle against joblessness.  

6. To advocate big business worries by consolidation funds facilities.  

7. To deliver preparation for Bank employees in the practice of skill 

this is more to what would be acquired in a schoolroom setting.  

8. To motivate assurance in the Bank by generous people and 

participate in future for the process of investment. 

9. To develop marketplaces via rise of buying control. 

 

Absolutely these can be accomplished via an activity pointed 

toward giving motivations to the recipients of Muslim developing countries 

to offer their assets accessible to the Bank. Besides, (Qarz) has a preferred 

position in that difficult persons are moderately straightforward and 

economical to regulate. The same individuals just need, for instance, that 

the Bank established some conditional settings for giving the debt. 

These could incorporate the specification that the debtor is a steady 

customer of the Bank, be a participant from the local area in the zone 

where the Bank is found, have insight in a particular field, be a specialist of 

a business, or be an individual with a decent repute nearby the Bank. In 

endeavor this movement the Bank participates in training for improvement. 

Perceived from this point of view the idea of (Qarz) can be viewed as a 

communicating of fortitude just as a creative technique for improvement 

funding, offering Islamic Bank a chance to prevail in a region where 

numerous different organizations and managements have ineffective.
26

  

The Islamic Policy of Debt 
Islamic religion does not forbid the way of debts, but the fixed 

payments of usury on the money of debt are quite (haram) and not allowed 

at any cost. 

                                      

 
26

 A. MANNAN,M. & KAHF, MONZER. & AHMAD, AUSAF. 

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS FROM ISLAMIC 

PERSPECTIVES. Islamic Research and Training Institute Islamic Development 

Bank, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.Pg.142,143. 
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عِّ ؕ 
َ ۡ
نُ مِۡنَ الِ

ٰ
یۡط

َّ
ہُ الش

ُ
ط بَّ

َ
رِیۡ یَتَخ

َّ
مَا یَلُىۡمُ ال

َ
 ک

َّ
 یَلُىۡمُۡىۡنَ اِل

َ
ىۡنَ السِّبٰىا َ

ُ
ل
ُ
ک
ۡ
رِیۡنَ یَا

َّ
ل
َ
لِکَ ا

ٰ
ذ

بٰىا ؕ  مَ السِّ
بَیۡعَ وَ حَسَّ

ۡ
ُ ال

ّٰ
حَلَّ اللّ

َ
بٰىا ۘ وَ ا لُ السِّ

ۡ
بَیۡعُ مِۡث

ۡ
مَا ال ا اِهَّ

ۡۤ
ىۡ
ُ
ال
َ
ہُمۡ ك نَّ

َ
 بِا

Those who consume interest cannot stand [on the Day of 

Resurrection] except as one stands that is being beaten by Satan into 

insanity. That is because they say, "Trade is [just] like interest." But Allah 

has permitted trade and has forbidden interest.
27

  

 
َ
مۡ ت

َّ
اِنۡ ل

َ
 ف

َ
مۡ ۚ َ

ُ
مۡۡىَالِک

َ
مۡ زُءُوۡضُ ا

ُ
ک
َ
ل
َ
بۡتُمۡ  ف

ُ
ِ وَ زَطُىۡلِہٖ ۚ وَ  اِنۡ ت

ّٰ
نَ اللّ ىۡا بِحَسۡبٍ مِّۡ

ُ
ه
َ
ذ
ۡ
ا
َ
ىۡا ف

ُ
فۡعَل

مُىۡن 
َ
ل
ۡ
ظ
ُ
 ت
َ
لِمُىۡنَ وَ َ

ۡ
ظ
َ
 ت

"If  you  do  it  not,  take  notice  of  war  from  Allah  and  His  

Messenger:  but  if  you  turn  back,  you  shall have  your  capital  sums:  

Deal  not  unjustly,  and  you  shall  not  be  dealt  with  unjustly".
28

 

The financial debts have become inevitable syndromes causing 

disorder as further trial to be analyzed to be freed with every one of its 

condemnations. Notwithstanding all empty talk to the ethical 

establishments of financial aids‟ debt, the reality stays that countries of the 

Third World engulfed at this time in debts, to the western developed 

countries as much as 4 1.2 trillion dollars. On the public surface, issues of 

again distribution of richness and incomes, of government backed 

retirement and means and government assistance sharing have been 

confronted and arrangement functioned more inside a public financial 

system. Equal improvements at the global level have not gotten hope at 

present. In this situation, this initiate in the zakat system of Islamic religion 

where deprived remain capable for a specific offer or share in the plenty of 

wealthy people just as rightfully. The Qur'anic verse pronounces: 

حۡسُوۡم
َ ۡ
ئِلِ وَ الۡ

ٓ
ا لظَّ ِ

ّ
مۡۡىَالِہِمۡ حَمٌّ  ل

َ
  ا
ۡۤ
 وَ فِیۡ

'In their wealth, there is a right of the poor and needy'.
29
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And it can‟t be considered as debts or charities, honestly a 

supernaturally rightful reason of unfortunate in the gaining of wealthy 

people. Obviously, Islam urges beneficent spending full of charitable 

things to the greatest degree however that is away of the obligatory 

exchange of risks of debts.  

Concerning global debts, Profit-Sharing concept of Islam embraces 

an extraordinary guarantee. And this is currently but intensely understood 

that the current crisis of debts is because of usury. Usury is just a mode that 

offers ascending of finance as unjust allocation of reward and risk. And 

cunningly this risk is totally accepted by the debtor whereas the loan expert 

is right for a secured return finance independent of the genuine 

consequence of finance. Islamic religion completely forbids this method of 

debt usury financing and changes with the equal sharing of profit and loss. 

This plan satisfies the necessities of debtor whereas the bank finds return 

investment increased or short sharing offer of profit and loss. This context 

is profitability centered as opposed to dissolvability centered. In the same 

case each loan capital consequently makes methods towards refunding.
30

   

Restriction of usury is urged by the refrains in the Holy Qur'an most 

clearly and the individuals who deny stopping this type of dealing remain 

notified of "war from Allah and His Messenger".
31

  Various legitimate 

sayings of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم explain the Quranic directives as 

forbidding usury. 

 32اكتصد۔ مۡن عاِ مۡا

Hazrat Mohammed صلى الله عليه وسلم said: “The guarantor (of the debt) is 

responsible, and the payment of the debt is very important”.
33
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The Prophet Mohammad صلى الله عليه وسلم said: “A man's life hangs in the 

balance until his debt is paid”.
34

 

The Islamic Policy of Price Controlling 

Comfort of markets is conditional on marketplace factors in all 

developing or developed countries that can make a reasonable level for 

prices, to be specific price mechanism initiated because of the interaction 

between supply and demand powers dependent on practice as social 

custom ('urf), with no different impacts, for example, imposing business 

model and such or absence of impact of government control. On the 

possibility that this situation is typical and ordinary with no damage, the 

cost consequently steady, yet on chance that unreasonable struggle 

happens, balance of price is disturbed also eventually upsets individuals' 

freedoms usually. 

Besides, fixing of prices is the assurance of a cost by the public 

authority or the establishments ruling the local area and the community 

authority compels them to trade and purchase on settled cost. Furthermore, 

it is just admissible if the national authority or rulers do not discovered any 

other approach to settle costs and standardize the situations of the markets‟ 

financing as well forcing the strategies of cost range. According to 

acceptable settings, range of prices should expect to remove issues and 

damages for both participants; the maker/vender and the 

customer/purchaser, specifically by deciding a worth cost that is reasonable 

for every partner.
35

  

Moreover, the case, recognized that price settings consist of 

components in three;  

1. Firstly, related authority allotting the policy of prices as a party.  

2. Secondly, dealers of the market turn into the objective of this policy 
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as another party.  

3. Thirdly, fixed costing of specific items by way of the body of 

issuing the policy.
36

 

The government of any Muslim community or country has been 

assured as the fully righteous to set the prices in difficult circumstances 

according to Islamic teachings because Allah Almighty declared as; 

 عَنۡ 
ً
ىۡنَ تِجَازَۃ

ُ
ک
َ
نۡ ت

َ
 ا
ۡۤ َّ
بَاطِلِ اِل

ۡ
مۡ بِال

ُ
مۡ بَیۡىَک

ُ
ک
َ
مۡۡىَال

َ
ا ا
ۡۤ
ىۡ
ُ
ل
ُ
ک
ۡ
ا
َ
 ت
َ
مَۡىُىۡا َ

ٰ
رِیۡنَ ا

َّ
ہَا ال یُّ

َ
ا
ۡۤ
مۡ   یٰ

ُ
ىۡک سَاضٍ مِّۡ

َ
 ت

 "O  ye who believe,  do not eat each other's treasures with a  

vanity,  except by the way of commerce that applies with mutual pleasure 

between you."
37

  

Now it is required that the structure is usually good in the exchange 

besides those settings mayn't be satisfied at what time the national 

authority fixes a specific cost by utilizing its force powerfully.  

The significance of the section above is the hadith of the Prophet 

Muhammad صلى الله عليه وسلم which peruses: 

 هفظہ مۡن بطیب ال مۡظلم امۡسی  مۡاِ یحل َ

"It  is  not  lawful  for  a  Muslim's  property  unless  it  is  obtained 

by  pleasure  from  him."  

Additionally, a hadith described by Anas bin Malik (R.A), as said 

about the time of the Prophet Mohammad صلى الله عليه وسلم, costs constantly occurred 

to rise, fellows at that time requested Mohammed صلى الله عليه وسلم, "ORasulullah. 

Maintain the cost for us." Rasulullah صلى الله عليه وسلم answer: “Verily  Allah is  the  

One  who  sets  the  price,  who  holds  back,  who  makes  it  easy,  and  

the one  who  grants  sustenance.  Really,  I  wish  I  could  meet  God  

without  anyone  claiming  me  for  the tyranny  I  did in blood matters  and 

not  in matters  of  wealth.” 
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Shah Abd-al-Hannan observed about cost controlling as: that it is 

up to national government as essential obligation to reduce the issues of 

general society. But Government of Muslim country should not fix or 

direct cost in typical peaceful circumstances. Teachings of Islamic 

economics energize the liberal or substantial economy with no limit; if, it 

did not hurt other people. Nevertheless, if the merchants raise cost of items 

unreasonably and in surplus by embracing unjustifiable methods, then cost 

of merchandise should be settled fixed.
38

 

The Islamic Policy of Tariffs 

This is right that Islamic religion doesn‟t give instruction of taking 

tax on income in like establish in capitalist and developed countries of 

west. Tariffs are just imposed on overabundance of money or wealth but 

not on incomes. The government is likewise not permitted to apply duties 

indirectly, for example, charges (sales tax) on selling products and projects. 

Furthermore, it can‟t be forced tariffs as expenses of courts‟ fees, charges 

on appeals sent towards the State, dealing for sale or enlistment of land, 

constructions or estimations or different sorts of tariffs further than those in 

Islamic teachings. 

And it is clear notion that developed countries‟ tax assessment 

punishes poor, deprived people, as remain powerless in the public eye. 

Accounting as cunningly and seaward Swiss ledgers guarantee the wealthy 

people in western communities can try not to pay most of tariffs in total. 

For instance in UK, Queen is perhaps the wealthiest in England but there is 

no any payment of tariffs on income, though a helpless single parent or a 

mature age retired person pays it must. With returning tariffs such as the 

sales charges on products and venture, completely upset the needy further 

than the wealthy while the tariff charges are the equivalent for both of 

them. Shockingly, the governments of Muslim countries seem to approve 
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the Western entrepreneur framework as the best way to accomplish 

monetary development. Consequently, now a similar offensive tax 

collection brought into Muslim developing states, for example, (GST) 

General Sales Tax in Pakistan. 

 َِ ا
َ
ُِ  ك ِ  زَطُى

َّ
ى اللّ

َّ
ُ  صَل

َّ
يْهِ  اللّ

َ
مَ  عَل

َّ
مَا       :وَطَل ىزُ  إِهَّ

ُ
عُش

ْ
ى ال

َ
یَهُىدِ  عَل

ْ
صَازَي  ال يْعَ  وَالىَّ

َ
ى وَل

َ
 عَل

ظْلِمِینَ 
ُ ْ
ىزٌ  الِ

ُ
 عُش

“Tithes are to be levied on Jews and Christians, but not on 

Muslims”.
39

 

عِ  صَاحِبُ 
ْ
ک
َ ْ
ازِ  فِی الِ .”The tax collector will be in hell“  الىَّ

40
 

During the caliphate of Umar ibn al-Khattab, the economic 

relations between Muslims with non-Muslims flourished. Merchants from 

non-Muslim states began to come to Muslim states for trade.  

It was the custom of the non-Muslim states to levy a customs duty of ten 

percent on Muslim traders. Because Muslim traders pay taxes in non-

Muslim states, Hazrat Omar (RA) made it a law that non-Muslims who 

bring goods to trade in Islamic areas should be taxed at the same rate.  

The details are that 10% of the revenue should be collected from 

the merchants of Darul Harb, 5% from the dhimmis, and 2.5% from the 

Muslim traders. One of the principles in the collection of the same tax was 

that the tax should be levied only on commercial goods and displayed 

items. No one was allowed to search the luggage. Due to this order of 

Hazrat Umar, the revenue of the Muslim states increased a lot. 

In the context of Islamic teachings, the government has never 

allowed violence and coercion to collect taxes. On the contrary, kindness 

and gentleness have been emphasized by all the people. In this regard, 

Mujahid Al-Husseini has narrated an incident from the book Al-Kharaj of 
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Qazi Abu Yusuf (R.A) that Hazrat Umar (RA) once saw that some people 

were beheaded for not paying Jizyah due to poverty, being punished by 

pouring oil on it. On this occasion, Hazrat Umar (RA) forbade punishing 

and told: 

  یعربھم الدهیا فی الىاض یعربىن  الرین فان الىاض َتعرب
ّٰ
 اللیامۡہ یىم اللّ

Do not punish the people! Because those who torment the people in 

this world, Allah will punish severely on the Day of Resurrection.
41

  

Tariffs are demanded on the richness of Muslims in states which is 

in surplus of individuals' fundamental requirements and nonessentials as 

indicated by ordinary ways of life. Tax charges are just gotten from 

individuals, who have excess richness and zero is taken from the 

individuals who have no overflow riches. As Hazrat Mohammad صلى الله عليه وسلم said: 

“The best Sadaqah is that given out of richness.” The richness here 

means what the  person can afford after satisfying one's needs. 

Restrictions about trade are additionally legitimized in counter to 

comparable limitations forced by the other party. As comprehending that 

tariffs on import were first presented in Islam by the second Caliph Hazrat 

Umar (R.A), when Muslim merchants objected that different states are 

gathering levies at entrance from them. Henceforth, if different states don't 

force any type of tax, the Muslims are similarly encouraged not to force any 

tax. Yet, monetary hypothesis has advised of homeless person about fellow 

citizen results of such strategies, which point ought to get accurate thought in 

the calculation of maslaha and mafsada in a specific situation. In actuality, 

policies of free trade succeed just because of peaceful consensuses, which 

give adequate motivating forces to those nation-states which get a preferred 

position in arrangements of protectionist.
42
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The Islamic Policy of Investment 

The Islamic policy of investment is mainly strengthened by 

following factors as; 

 Firstly, obligation of Zakat debilitates the increase of inactive riches 

and commands riches proprietors to place their resources into 

profitable networks.  

 Secondly, end of usury gives just a single alternative for venture, 

for example, to be a business personality or to put resources into 

risk and profit distribution dealings.  

 Qarz e Hasanah, sadaqa and khairat is likewise a finest kind of 

venture needed for the few grounds for the further advancements in 

Muslim Developing Countries. 

Allah Almighty has been clearly given the most profitable way of 

automatic investment, as people used the money to fulfill the religious 

matters and the requirements of needy people of daily routine and 

definitely find it in reverse uncountably. As all people know about the 

reality that Allah alone is the Owner of every type of wealth, and Allah 

alone is the Biggest Planner to circulate the money among different people. 

ا مَۡنۡ 
َ
رِیۡ  ذ

َّ
َ  یُلۡسِضُ  ال

ّٰ
سۡضًا  اللّ

َ
ہ   حَظَىًا ك یُضٰعِفَ

َ
  ف

ہ ۤۡ
َ
ا ل

ً
ضۡعَاف

َ
  ا

ً
ثِیۡرَۃ

َ
ُ  وَ   ک

ّٰ
  وَ  یَلۡبِضُ  اللّ

ُ
ط

یۡہِ  وَ  یَبۡص ُ
َ
سۡجَعُىۡن   اِل

ُ
 ت

Who is it that would loan Allah a goodly loan so He may multiply it 

for him many times over? And it is Allah who withholds and grants 

abundance, and to Him you will be returned.
43

 

Every amount of the money which spent in a just way automatically 

gets unexpected increments with the grace of Allah Almighty.  

سِیۡم
َ
جۡسٌ ک

َ
  ا
ہ ۤۡ
َ
ہ   وَ ل

َ
یُضٰعِفَہ   ل

َ
سۡضًا حَظَىًا ف

َ
َ  ك

ّٰ
رِیۡ یُلۡسِضُ اللّ

َّ
ا ال

َ
 مَۡنۡ  ذ

Who is it that would loan Allah a goodly loan so He will multiply it 

for him and he will have a noble reward?
44
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ُ  وَ 
ّٰ
ءُ  مَۡنۡ  یَسۡشُقُ  اللّ

ٓ
ا
َ
ش یۡرِ  یَّ

َ
 حِظَاب بِغ

And Allah gives provision to which He wills without account.
45

    

And this is just because of the approval of Sovereign power to let the 

money too much among different people as without being counted. 

ُ  یَمۡحَمُ 
ّٰ
ت یُسۡبِی وَ  السِّبٰىا اللّ

ٰ
دَك  الصَّ

Allah destroys interest and gives increase for charities.
46

  

The same thing as sadaqa comes in form of an easy and fixed investment in 

Islamic religion. 

Holding groups of investment in Islamic world have one or the 

other a public or global order and have been genuinely dynamic in 

advancing the development of different kinds of Islamic foundations for 

financing. The establishments of (Dar-al-Maal Al-Islami) (DMI) justifies 

extraordinary notice in this association. It is a global holding organization 

and has assumed an influential part in advancing Islamic monetary 

establishments in different regions of the Islamic realm to put the cash in 

an unpredicted way. 

Different investment organizations and development finance 

foundations of the Muslim world give source and extended term money for 

the improvement of manufacturing, agribusiness and different areas. Amid 

the Islamic development finance foundations, the spot of pride has a place 

with the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) has headquarter in city of Saudi 

Arabia named Jaddah. 

In spite of the fact that financing trade is a significant part of 

program for all the banks, it is fundamental in the developing countries of 

Muslims to draft banks in the immediate funding of agriculture and 

manufacturing field additionally to quicken the cycle of monetary 

development. Professional banks usually try not to coordinate money of 

agribusiness and manufacturing part. Adequate information is not 
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accessible on the sectorial circulation of funding for several activities of 

banks in Muslim countries as cared about. Nevertheless, literature provides 

a specific measure of data about the sectorial example of contributing with 

cash of a couple of Islamic banks. Yet, in a few time Islamic banks so far 

have not given a lot of account to agribusiness and limited scope of 

production field. For example, as banks (non-Islamic) of developed 

countries, Islamic banks additionally send the greater part of their assets in 

transient funding of a half year or a reduced amount or middle duration of 

supporting  for a whole year or a reduced time.
47

  

In point of fact, Islamic banks should serve the ability of investment 

providing assets to lengthy but gainful deeds. These establishments are 

required to support little business people who don't approach funds in the 

framework of non-Islamic banks and to stretch out their connections to 

country locales that are frequently ended from official admittance to 

urbanite or civic monetary business sectors. Islamic banks might be a 

motor of development in developing countries of Islamic domain. 

Supporters claim that profit and loss sharing (PLS) funding gives the gear 

to achieving these objectives in a reasonable and proficient way. Islamic 

banks put resources into enterprising activities in areas that are normally 

seen as development arranged. Farming and manufacturing are apparently 

areas in which pioneering tasks would have the best suggestions for 

development. 

There is terror for developing countries of Muslim world that of 

capital and strength by outsiders, which is liable for the restraint factors, is 

not reasonable. Programmed working of the realm investment and business 

sectors makes certain to profit the more powerful, bigger and better 

educated commercial groups, all situated in the regions of developed 

countries to the harm of the frail, unfortunate and asset-deprived of 

developing who can give no safety and no soundness. The government 
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stages in, so to deal with the investment marketplace and control the part of 

the outsiders in light of a legitimate concern for investment arrangement at 

home. Overseas investment by natives is usually not permitted. Overseas 

private or reserved investment is welcome in certain states; however others 

favor toward official as true aid. International businesses are permitted with 

conditional settings connecting with neighborhood interest and transference 

of modern technology. 

Different strategies flourish, however if more here remain the 

additional they will in general support a little part of finance managers at 

home-based lifetime harder for the rest. In the event that the motivation 

behind these procedures is to maintain capital strategies in accordance with 

public needs, it ought to be plainly set down and afterward let overseas 

financial supporters come in the national marketplace. It will too work for 

the benefit of the Islamic countries to make conditional situations ideal for 

more noteworthy movability of asset inside the group of Islamic states. 

Absence of such conditional aspects has been the significant reason for the 

Muslims‟ investment's go on the way to the west.
48

  

Islamic Policy during Economic Crisis 

Hazrat Mohammed صلى الله عليه وسلم not ever wondered to stretch out material 

assistance to individuals in trouble or misfortunes, in any event, even the 

influenced individuals ended up living across the boundaries. It is 

accounted for that once Hazrat Mohammad صلى الله عليه وسلم sent 500 dinars to be 

circulated among the deprived people of Makkah (before it arose under his 

decree) when folks were suffering a starvation. Throughout a similar era 

when the stock of wheat from Yamama to Makkah was halted at the 

command of a dominant person, Thumama, had newly accepted Islam, the 

people of Makkah spoke to the Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم for the sake of connection and 

great relations. The Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم kept in touch with Thumama to let the 

provisions as normal.
49
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It is also narrated by Allah Almighty in Quran about the time of 

crisis that Muslims should repent and also seek His Mercy through not just 

prayers but do fair and just actions. 

دۡزَازًا وَّ   مۡ مِّۡ
ُ
یۡک
َ
ءَ  عَل

ٓ
مَا یۡہِ  یُسۡطِلِ الظَّ

َ
ا اِل

ۡۤ
ىۡبُىۡ

ُ
مَّ ت

ُ
مۡ ث

ُ
ک فِسُوۡا زَبَّ

ۡ
ىۡمِ اطۡتَغ

َ
  وَ یٰل

َ
مۡ  وَ َ

ُ
تِک ىَّ

ُ
ی ك

ٰ
   اِل

ً
ۃ ىَّ
ُ
مۡ   ك

ُ
یَصِدۡک

تَ 
َ
ىۡا  مُۡجۡسِمِۡیۡن  ت

َّ
 ىَل

“And O my people ask forgiveness of your Lord and then repent to 

Him. He will send [rain from] the sky upon you in showers and increase 

you in strength [added] to your strength. And do not turn away, [being] 

criminals."
50

 

Again Islamic policy prospected to be generous during the time of 

crisis whether on individual level or on societal level, or in national or 

international economic relations. But it all should be without any greed. 

مُىۡن 
َ
عۡل
َ
ىۡتُمۡ ت

ُ
مۡ اِنۡ  ک

ُ
ک
َّ
یۡرٌ ل

َ
ىۡا خ

ُ
ك صَدَّ

َ
نۡ ت

َ
ی مَۡیۡظَسَۃٍ ؕ وَ ا

ٰ
 اِل
ٌ
ىَظِسَۃ

َ
وۡ عُظۡسَۃٍ ف

ُ
انَ ذ

َ
 وَ اِنۡ ک

“And if someone is in hardship, then [let there be] postponement 

until [a time of] ease. But if you give [from your right as] charity, then it is 

better for you, if you only knew.”
51

   

Then there comes a true ray of hope for the all troubled ones as; 

عُظۡسِ  یُظۡسًا
ۡ
اِنَّ مَۡعَ ال

َ
”.For indeed, with hardship [will be] ease“.ف

52
  

During the time of the first caliph, Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique 

(R.A), it was decided that if a person is disabled from working or became 

weak and unable to work or suffered in some other trouble or distress. Or if 

first was rich and later became poor and needy and the religious people 

started giving alms to that man, then the (jizya) of such a person will be 

suspended. And children of the same person live in the Muslim state will 

also be given a discount. But if someone goes abroad, Muslims will be 

acquitted to fulfill the expenses.
53
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The Islamic Policy of Digital Currency 

At this time, new advancements from the improvement of money 

and currency as computerized or digitalized currencies prevailed, that 

depend on a stronger establishment of store and supply of significant worth 

is offering a hint to a superior improvement of further steady cash or 

currency choices which remain resistant to impacts of inflation and 

marketplace control. It has been viewed at the present time that digital 

currency for example a sort of authorized cash in which a portion of the 

perspectives acknowledged it to remain a mode of trade regardless of the 

questionable contentions on authorized cash and its contrast with silver and 

gold. The idea of cash or currency was adapted so that issues be solved that 

occurred in deal or bartering background in earlier centuries. Humankind 

utilized a few things going from, stones, shells and metals, for example, 

silver, gold and furthermore the paper cash/currency. A significant 

currency as digital, especially ones dependent on innovation of blockchain, 

demonstrated to become a superior component for cash resource, increase 

of prices controlled and prevailing with regards to accomplishing other 

socio-financial targets, for example, availability for funding and 

straightforwardness. A blockchain is basically a computerized or digital 

record of exchanges that is copied and circulated across the whole system 

of personal computer networks on the blockchain. It is an arrangement to 

copy all data that makes it hard or difficult to hack, change or to avoid the 

fraud as well.  

An Islamic economist Ibn-e-Khuldun has given the elements of 

silver and gold in a book “Muqaddimah”, like coins [Allah Almighty has 

made the two pebbles of gold metal and silver metal as per a cost for 

everybody for expenditure in exchanging]. Additionally, AL-Ghazali told 

in the book “Revival of Religious Science” that Allah SWT made these to 

turn these among hands, then to remain as an appointed authority between 

cash with equity, plus to one more insight, which is to ask them to any 

remaining stuffs, as they remain favorite for themselves, also having not 
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any reason in themselves, and credited them to several remaining items as 

one extent. Here this man demonstrated that the cash money can't be 

utilized as an item or commodity exchanged at a cost, yet as a mechanism 

of trade in particular. Henceforth, it is perceived that questionable to 

present day Islamic researchers and of classic demanded utilizing silver 

and gold as cash/currency and regarded it as a right mechanism of trade 

besides takes no worth which removes with the idea of getting return on it 

according to  the legitimization of time estimation of cash. Gold appears to 

embrace a massive cost as money/currency all alone for details away its 

idea being significant cash/currency in Islamic monetary history. 

In reality, block chain and digital currencies‟ capability supposedly 

is remarkable. Notwithstanding, it is majorly talked about applying are 

seeking after the simpler methods for declaring that bit coin and its 

installment structure is Shariah truthful subsequently it is preferred option 

over fiat cash also according to the standard of need. The idea of (block 

chain) comprises of numerical and computational claims with no restricted 

components inside its substance. Besides, it serves to remove disallowed 

components, for example, (Gharar) fraud from exchanges meanwhile its 

confirmation cycle is solid and straightforward for all members on the 

organization. The main problem of digital currency, as it is completely 

dispersed money where nobody can handle its record or confirmation 

methods. Administrations these days are offering a few plans to incorporate 

digital currency, for example, (block chain) inside explicit guidelines to 

advance its development.  

In the perspective of Islamic economics, matter of digital currency 

don‟t have a specific worth contrasted with stuff cash, for example, gold 

and silver. A few literary works may have contended that the *mining 

cycle [mining includes block chain miners/members who add bit coin 

exchange information to bit coin‟s worldwide public record of past 

exchange] in the block chain is making the reason for digital currency and 

bit coin and also a struggle in bringing the cash/currency, it grips a 

motivation for that money. In any case, and till now can‟t detect an actual 

presence of that money/currency in researched data which backs it active 

and take its cause in reality which actually causes a problem in the meaning 
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of cash in Islamic viewpoint. Islamic economic perspective has many 

different ways of saving money. Also, money in Islamic perspective may 

be secured via seeking labor and getting via allowed businesses and 

swapping actions. 

Insecure actions, for example, robbery, uncertainty, betting, and 

usury remain banned because it prompts ruin of riches. Subsequently, 

including in any exercise that eliminates richness is disallowed. Moreover, 

receiving a cash/currency that drops its cost over the long run prompts a 

similar finish of money ending and any money that misplaces its cost after 

some time doesn't help the capacity of cash by way of a supply of 

significant price. Through the analysis of digital currency which adjusted 

as indicated by the situations those stayed confronted, it very well may be 

accepted to accomplish the goal of saving money as its making did not 

depend on loan or slight save network that may shield as of missing its 

worth particularly on the off chance that it is connected to a constant actual 

product, for example, Gold. It is additionally safe and upfront that may 

urge clearance of any vague or destructive exercises. Truthfulness 

additionally makes the national bank more clearly on its strategies in 

making further currencies then it tends to be compelled to its real definite 

existing estimation.
54

  

The Policy of the Paper Currency 

Hafiz Zulfiqar Ali has quoted the opinion of Justice Allama Umar 

bin Abdul Aziz Al-Mutrak (R.A) that, notes are a permanent currency and 

like gold and silver these also carry interest (usury) orders. In the case of 

usury and loss, in the case of bail, the rules of gold and silver apply to these 

at all.  The government has the power to issue money, and the paper 
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currency is issued by the government itself. Because paper money is as 

much a permanent currency as gold.
55

  

It is very true that the use of cash and the currencies‟ idea which are 

considered of the fundamental components though making a monetary 

framework ever since it is developed as an installment framework to settle 

down exchange in the monetary framework just as regular day to day 

existence. These days, currencies of countries depend on the idea of cash as 

paper currency where the central or national bank design and print it and 

also govern its flow of circulation within the country, therefore it is called 

monetary policy. 

Fiqh Academy of the Muslim world association gave a Shariah goal 

as a resolution with respect to the use and nature of paper currency. 

Subsequently that paper money is a free type of currency and the doctrines 

put on gold and silver, also put on paper currency strategically. As in 9, 

D/3/07/86 resolution, Fiqh Academy of the OIC (organization of Islamic 

cooperation) concluded that paper money is a lawful delicate having 

complete characteristics of a mechanism of trade and the principles 

imposed to gold and silver are imposed to it.
56

   

CONCLUSION 

This research majorly informs about both, first financial aid to 

developing countries which mainly based on conditional terms with its 

many other policies and second, the economic policies of developed 

countries which comes abundantly as self-centered and terrorized interests. 

In fact, it is cause for many economic dilemmas in developing 

countries.  According to the outward announcement for giving financial 

aid, the goal is to eradicate all the hardships and poverty of the backward 
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countries. Electronic and print media has played an important role to 

promote such so-called ambitions. 

Developing countries face so many problems and where it seems 

that despite of difficult conditions, there is no way without taking debts and 

loans from donor institutions. But this funding is only a temporary support. 

Then later, this same financial aid becomes a threat to their all national 

interests whether these are social, moral, economic or religious. The 

economic policies that have been formulated by the developed countries at 

the global level are mostly beneficial for the countries themselves. The 

shackles of slavery have to be put against the freedom of recipient 

countries. Often these financial aid and economic policies are based on 

fraud and deception, which participates in promoting hatred between the 

mass and the government. The economies of these countries are not strong 

enough to fight such unseen wars. 

The dynamics of financial aid are low incomes, unemployment and 

uncontrolled inflation rates in developing countries. In addition, donors are 

so much involved in political and official matters of recipient countries so 

that for getting the wrong goals through the government. 

There is a deep but regrettable link between financial aid and 

economic terrorism. And the same aid greatly hurts the moral values of 

recipient countries, after which business people lose trust and confidence in 

each other. This distrust has a detrimental effect on the business 

environment. But the IMF and the World Bank are not ready to change or 

soften their tough loan policies, and quite ignored these negative effects. It 

is ridiculous but kettle of fish that economic issues do not end after the 

financial aid, but also worries gets more as randomly. All these economic 

problems continue to increase in line with the usury rates paid on financial 

aid and repayment of loans. 

Furthermore, developing countries have to bear the burdens of huge 

taxes on commercial goods. Subsequently, the prices of commodities 

increase at the national level as well. Due to these unjust economic 

policies, the concentration of wealth is limited to a few institutions. It can 

be seen that there is so significant and clear link between the economy and 

terrorism. In real, terrorism in any region has the most dangerous direct 

consequences on the economy of that region. Hence, due to the terroristic 

attacks there comes a sharp decline in investment, both nationally and 

internationally. 

All the financial losses have to be borne by both the government 

and the people of the country which caused by small or big incidents of 
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terrorism. Due to the poverty of many backward countries, people are lured 

to commit acts of terrorism by giving them money. Terrorism also affects 

the trade globalization. Some economic considerations are mentioned for 

developing countries, which suggest better utilization of national resources 

and capital to achieve beneficial goals. Businesses can be expanded 

through banks without interest. IMF should issue loans on simple terms. 

And try not to impose aggressive economic policies on Muslim countries. 

But these institutions impose economic sanctions directly on certain 

Muslim countries like Iran Pakistan and Turkey. So that these countries 

could not establish trade relations with the rest of the world. The rate of 

tariffs on many commodities increased constantly. Regular demands are 

made for boosting up the flood of inflation. 

Developed countries pave the way for their trade goods to be sold 

in markets of developing countries. Governments in developing countries 

also receive money to meet their demands. But they do not use money in 

the right places. It was stipulated by the World Bank with the disbursement 

of loans that the required tasks must be completed before getting the loans. 

The selfish policy of imposing unreasonable conditions is considered to be 

the most inevitable and major part of financial aid. Electricity and oil, and 

other necessities of life as well, are subject to limitless increases in prices. 

And concerned governments have been banned from any type of 

interfering in price risings. That is why economic growth remains minimal 

or just equal to non-existent. Developing Muslim countries are the mostly 

victims of this economic terrorism. The value of the rupee and the currency 

continues to decline. And economy is not stabilized due to the proliferation 

of taxes. 

In today's economic world, most Muslim countries are considered 

as incomplete or emerging economies. Even, nature has endowed Muslim 

countries with many mineral and water resources. Muslim states also have 

a great blessing of manpower. Despite being unique in moral and cultural 

values, Muslim countries lag behind Western countries in terms of 

technical education, wealth and power. By the grace of Allah Almighty, 

Pakistan is a country in the world which is rich in coal, gas, oil, forests and 

also other types of mineral wealth. But it is a matter of great concern that 

Pakistan relies on financial aid instead of enhancing its ability to make 

better use of these resources. Therefore, due to the economic problems here 

is lack of energy which is needed to run factories. Trade relations with 

foreign countries are also unpleasant. 

There are monetary changes in economic policies that directly 

affect the transactions of government elements with foreign countries, such 
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as collecting taxes and doing business and investing through banks, 

because this all involved in irreparable losses like usury. 

In the name of providing trade opportunities to developing 

countries, developed countries raise the hollow slogan of liberalization at 

the global business level. But this policy is unable to offset the losses 

incurred by developing countries paying interest. On the contrary, 

developed countries often benefit from this policy. And the position of 

developing countries in the global market remains weak. The consequences 

of policies such as privatization and rationalization are also largely 

fraudulent. Frequent fluctuations in gold prices have made the economy 

ridiculous. In the same way, much of the world's gold is held by the United 

States and its allies. 

The new policies of the elements hostile to economic peace do not 

miss any opportunity to loot the wealth of peace-loving countries. 

عُىۡنَ  رِبِ  طَمّٰ
َ
ک
ۡ
ىۡنَ  لِل

ُ
ل
ّٰ
ک
َ
حۡتِ  ا  لِلسُّ

These people (Jews)listen to lies (rumors) with great interest and 

are very keen for haraam eating. 

Most Western countries support digital currency. Which is a 

modern way of looting through banks? Except it, paper currency also plays 

a major role in accumulating the wealth of the subcontinent in past. 

On the other hand, China's economic and trade policies with 

Muslim countries are beneficial for China as well as Muslim developing 

countries. 

However, Islam has laid down the best principles to protect all from 

the fabrications biased policies of the false elements. Acting upon these 

principles, it does not deprive anyone of their rights, but gives everyone‟s 

rights in a timely manner, whether nationally or internationally. Wealth 

earned through illicit means has been declared haraam. Because, in terms 

of its use, it is a cause of unhappiness everywhere as well as punishment in 

this world and in the hereafter. Usury is not permissible in any kind of 

compulsion or financial crisis. The Islamic economic system is so stable 

and peaceful that no other economic system in the world can compare it. It 

is the only system whose justice protects the rights of both Muslims and 

non-Muslims. Islam is superior to regional and religious distinctions. 

Islamic economics does not deny the growth of wealth, but it makes 

boundaries just to avoid the illicit means for the accumulation of riches, 

with the lesson of contentment, that is liked in Islam. As knowing very 
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well that the Owner of all assets is Allah with His Sovereignty, Muslim 

governments should not take temporary fiscal aid by hook or by crook. 

Apart from reading and writing this research paper, there are more 

places for further research works to conduct integral but most appreciated 

traditions of Shariah, to formulate the smooth economic climate to get rid 

of its terroristic policies. Because economic mobility, now, needs improve 

its way of uncomforting situations. In fact, this will help to generate the 

ample knowledge of Holy theorems. And find out the thread and identify 

the curse, due to which our economy remains in its toddle period from 

years and years. 

Results 
1. Interest-bearing financial aid to alleviate poverty and economic 

issues, proved often but constantly the result of the poor intentions 

of Western developed countries.  

2. In fact, this funding is provided under specific agendas. And most 

of its benefits come as share of donors.  

3. Interest-bearing financial aid is a complete violation from Islamic 

economic principles. 

4. The economic blessings of Muslim countries are affected when they 

follow the false economic policies that are being promoted globally 

by the developed countries.  

5. None of the international economic policies take into account 

Islamic teachings at all.  

6. The vain slogan to eradicate poverty in developed countries 

paralyzes mentally both the people and government of developing 

countries instead of eradicating it.  

7. Developing Muslim countries do not express any reservations in 

view of unfair economic policies.  

8. It is considered a duty by developed countries to hold the economic 

rights of developing countries.  

9. The economic development of any country depends on the proper 

use as possible, of all its natural resources and agricultural 

resources. 
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